
Borrow Box Procedures 

1. Choose a Theme for the Borrow Box. It can be something simple like “Cats” for a Cat Themed 

Box or something clever like “Maybe Next Year” for a Cubs box. Either way the title should be 

short and descriptive of the contents of the box. 

2. Choose your items. You want about 6-7 items of a variety of formats (books, cds, dvds, 

magazines). Use orange display tape to mark the items as part of borrow box. 

3. Create a Record Set in Polaris of the Items. Title it PHK Borrow Box “title of box”, change the 

owner to Prospect Heights Public Library. Add a note “shelf location, holdable, DVD loan period 

were changed” and then scan in the items. Be sure to hit save. 

 
4. Email Jan May and/or Nora and ask them to change the location, check out period and hold 

options for the items in the record set. 

5. Create the Check Out sheet for Circ using the What’s Inside template (publisher file) located in 

S:\Adult Services\Borrow Box and barcode generator 

https://www.barcodesinc.com/generator/index.php . Type in the Title of the item and copy and 

paste the barcode generated. Save in the Borrow Box folder with a new name. 

6. Print the What’s  Inside sheet and the sticker  with the title of the box. The templates for the 

stickers are on the library’s canva account and are also on the All Staff Shared Drive under 

Borrow Box.  

7. Build the Box. The boxes were ordered from here: https://brandincolor.com/start-here/ 

a. Use some tissue paper to line the box.  

b. Tape the “What’s inside” sheet to the inside of the lid. 

c. Put the theme sticker in the upper right hand corner of the outside of the lid 

d. Put the library materials, along with any other goodies (eg snacks 3d printed items) into 

the box. Cover items with tissue paper so that it’s not obvious what’s inside. 

e. Close the box and put on display. 

8. When items and box are returned and you’re ready to take the box off display, email Jan/Nora 

to change the items  back in the record set and then delete it.  Break down the box, remove the 

“What’s Inside” Sheet, and store it or re use it for a new theme. Remove the orange display tape 

from the items.  
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